Coast Hotels is a dynamic and growing brand. Our culture is rooted in our values and leadership accountability; and as part of that culture we believe in the growth and development of our Ambassadors. Join us and be part of an exciting place to work! The Coast Victoria Hotel & Marina by APA is hiring a high-performing and detail-oriented Maintenance Worker. As a Maintenance Worker, you will provide Coast Hotels’ standards of project and task completion within most areas of the hotel.

**Duties and Responsibilities:**

- Performs moderately complex tasks in area of specialty, such as servicing and installing electrical, mechanical, plumbing, and HVAC Systems, inspecting and repairing internal and external surfaces, general repair and maintenance of the property and responding to emergency calls
- Adheres to quality and industry standards when completing tasks and may guide or oversee the work of others in terms of quality assurance
- Handles complaints and concerns where possible and appropriate
- Responsible for the security of the property, the Ambassadors and the guests when completing tasks
- Reports near depletion of inventory levels to Maintenance Supervisor
- Follows established Occupational Health & Safety procedures and policies when completing tasks
- Demonstrates a superior customer service attitude with Ambassadors and guests
- Other duties as required.

**Qualifications & Skill Requirements:**

- Secondary school diploma preferred
- Trade Qualification in either electrical, plumbing, HVAC, or refrigeration
- Four (4) years experience or equivalent number of hours to achieve Journeyman Status
- Knowledge of all tools and equipment needed to perform work
- Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) training
- Strong communication, interpersonal, and customer service skills
- Physical mobility and stamina
- Able to work flexible hours with limited supervision
- Strong knowledge of health and safety regulations
- Professional attitude and appearance
- Demonstrates the Coast Core Values at all times

Coast Hotels offers a variety of benefits, including competitive wages & benefits, employee discounts, training & development, career advancement opportunities and more!

Please submit your resume with cover letter, by **October 9th, 2017**, in confidence, to:

People & Culture  
Coast Victoria Hotel & Marina by APA  
Email: hr_victoria@coasthotels.com

*Coast is an Equal Opportunity Employer  
Coast Hotels would like to thank all interested applicants. However only those selected for an interview will be contacted.*  
*Grow your career with Coast!*